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A Letter from the President
Greetings to all as we wind down what we hope was a wonderful Thanksgiving holiday
for all of you and your families, and we turn to December and the Christmas season
ahead. As Steelheaders, I’m sure we are all thankful for the stellar fall run we continue
to enjoy. It’s hard to say just how great it has been statistically speaking, but great fishing has been reported across the county and it is safe to say that it has been one of the
best in a great many years. On Elk Creek, the run has certainly been epic, with great
numbers of fish being reported from all sections of the watershed. The returns on the
East side and in the smaller streams have also been notable. Let’s all keep praying the
success continues.
I’ve had the great pleasure of fishing almost daily over the last several weeks with my
son, Elliot, also a PSA member and a professional Alaskan fishing guide. He stops in Erie
on his way south from the Alaskan bush each year to enjoy a few days fishing with my
friends and me. This year his stay went from days to weeks as the steelhead fishing
showed no signs of tailing off and he just couldn’t tear himself away. As I write this, Elliot’s been here 6 weeks already! We’ve fished most of the creeks and a few beaches
over this time and can personally attest to how great this run has been. I sure wish every year could be this great and certainly hope next year is!
As reported previously, your PSA has been developing an electronic Angler Creel Survey
creel survey to capture relevant data on the Erie steelhead fishery to help the PFBC
make better informed stocking decisions in future years based on where people are
actually fishing. We are very encouraged by the results we have received thus far, with
over 226 surveys submitted from 78 different zip codes, but we need more! Predictably
most responses (188), have come from wading anglers. I suspect a high percentage are
also from PSA board members and a small core of members. For this to be a truly effective tool we need to get more people to use it and to use it religiously. Location data is
specific only to the stream, not the stream section, and by no means will it reveal any
secret spots or honey holes! WE WANT TO MAKE SURE FISH ARE BEING STOCKED
WHERE PEOPLE ARE ACTUALLY FISHING. PLEASE FILL OUT A SURVEY AFTER EACH DAY
YOU FISH AND ENCOURAGE YOUR FRIENDS AND ALL FELLOW ANGLERS TO USE IT AS
WELL. ALL DATA COLLECTED WILL BE USED TO AID FUTURE STOCKING DECISIONS. Usage of this survey tool is not limited to PSA members. (Ed. Note: see page 14)
On December 18 your PSA will once again be leading the annual Landowner Appreciation Holiday Fruit Basket program. This annual event was originated by the Gem City
Fly Tyers but has eventually been taken over by the PSA with participation of the
S.O.N.S. of Lake Erie, Gem City, NWPA Trout Unlimited. We will be distributing nearly
90 baskets to streamside landowners on the last Saturday before Christmas to show our
appreciation for continued access to this great fishery through their property.

(cont. next page)
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Meetings
The PA Steelhead Association typically holds meetings each month except May, June, and July at 7:00
PM on the second Wednesday of the month . Meetings are held at the American Legion Post 773. The
Legion is located at 4109 West 12th Street (State
Route 5), just east of the Erie Airport. Starting in
November of 2021 meetings are moved to 7:30PM.
We meet in the banquet room to the left when you
walk in. We encourage members and the public alike
to attend and share their views and opinions. Meetings focus on items pertaining to the mission of the
club, fundraising events, and local public and political
issues affection our fisheries. The PFBC is often represented at our meetings for reports and questions.
To all of our new members, welcome!

Next Monthly Membership Meeting
will be on Weds. December 8th, at
the Millcreek Legion banquet room
@ 7:30PM.

A river doesn’t just carry
water, it carries life.”
- Amit Kalantri
The views expressed by the
authors of articles contained
in this newsletter are not necessarily the view of the PA.
Steelhead Association.
Edited by S. Zacour
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From the Wall

The number of steelhead in the tributaries is outstanding.
Every rain event brings even more fresh arrivals of steelhead and a surprising number of brown trout.
The substantial numbers of fish available after some lean
years has also attracted large numbers of anglers to all the
tribs especially in the most popular areas.
There are areas where you can avoid crowds and still have
success.
The Walnut Creek Access area in the boat basin has good
numbers of fish. The creek boat channel has good action
especially for fresh silver steelhead. Both areas are not
crowded during the week particularly during windy days. I
rarely see fly fishermen plying these areas although the
ones that do have remarkable success. In general, you cannot see the fish, but any talented angler can have a field
day before freeze- up.
The bay fishing from the piers and along the head of the
bay has great fishing opportunities for both steelhead and
toothy critters of substantial size.
Walnut Creek upstream of Route 5 also has fish in holding
areas all the way up to the Millcreek Mall with truly little
angler pressure. Soon that waterfall in the chutes may be
modified to allow much easier migration for steelhead upstream. Pennsylvania Sea Grant, which has a good history
of improving fishing habit and obstacle removal, has applied for a grant to do an engineering study and remediation plan. The combination of the Pennsylvania Steelhead
Association, Sea Grant and the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission will make this happen.
Thanks, and Tight Lines!

PSA Board of Directors
and Officers
Name

Office

John Hall
Karl Weixlmann
Chris Fatica
Ryan Novatnack

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Board Members

Dan Beck
Chris Larson
Marie Scalera

Ariadne Capotis
Roger Latimer
Frank Scicchitano

We would like to introduce and welcome
the following new members to our club:
Kenneth Anati Ron Ashton
Casey DeGiovanni Tammie Ferraro
Dave Glessner Bill Rutter
Stephanie Sheridan Kyle Snoke
Frank Travis
Continued from page 1 - Letter from the President

Marty G

Tyler Soety
Eastern Erie 814-722-8643

This event is in keeping with one of the core missions of the PA
Steelhead Association. Keep your eyes peeled for a call for volunteers to help deliver baskets.
We had a great meeting in November with lots of great interaction and feedback from those in attendance. This month’s
meeting promises to be no less engaging. Please join us and
bring friends!

Matt Visosky
Central Erie 814-573-3638

Tight lines always,

Dan Nietupski
Western Erie 814-722-0247

John Hall

New Erie County WCO’s & Region offices Contact Info:
Sgt. Jim Smolko: 814-572-0078

Walnut Creek Access

814-833-2464
(Note: The Walnut Creek office is the best # to call to report
poachers since they know who is working and where.)

Click on symbols to get to
the Pennsylvania Steelhead Associations Web
page & Facebook page!

NW Regional Office: 814-337-0444
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October 13th Presenters were our newest board members
Ariadne Capotis and Marie Scalera
Dan Pastore filled in as a presenter last month as our scheduled presenter took ill. Dan
is the District 1 commissioner for the PFBC. Dan discussed the new creel regulations as
they effect Tout and Steelhead. “All the proposed changes passed with the exception of
reducing the creel limit for Lake Trout, which remained at 2. So for steelhead, the creel
limit will be 3 all year, rather than 3 during the extended season and 5 during the regular trout season. In addition, the minimum size will be 15” at all times.”

He also discussed briefly the Brood Stocking program. Sam Zacour then gave a short
presentation on the involvement of the PSA and Rich Sherwin in getting access to the
water at Veterans Park . A slide show was then played of the Brood Stock sliding from
the truck down to the water.

Due to the continuing effects of Covid all members are encouraged to
wear mask regardless of vaccine status. Mask can be supplied for those
who don’t have them with them!

Next meeting is December 8th at 7:30PM.

Membership meetings have gone back to starting at 7:30PM.
December’s presenter will be Tom Fuhrman, Founder and Executive
Director of the Lake Erie Region Conservancy from 2001 till 2018 and
currently a board member.
Tom Fuhrman served on several boards and committees dealing with Great
Lakes water issues. He is a former Mayor of Lake City. Tom was the Founder
and Executive Director of the Lake Erie Region Conservancy from 2001 till 2018
and currently a board member. The Lake Erie Region Conservancy has preserved and protected about 1800 acres since it was formed in 2000.
They are still promoting cooperation between government agencies and the
private groups to protect natural areas in our Great Lake region!
Tom was instrumental in the procurement of lands with the Lake Erie Region
Conservancy.
3 A long time are public land steward, Tom has worked on projects like acquiring the land that became
The Bluffs State Park! Tom, as Executive Director of the Lake Erie Region Conservancy received a Special Recognition
Award from the PSA at the 2018 Fall Run Banquet.
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Member Fish Photos

Joe Simmons, PSA member
from Colorado

Kent Couch, PSA member from
Colorado, with his second catch during
his first Steelhead fishing weekend.

Ryan Novatnack, PSA member and board
secretary with a beautiful Elk Creek Steely!

More Ryan Novatnack Chromers.

PSA member Randy Zacour of Pittsburgh shows off a couple of nice Steelhead!
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More member fish pics!

Photos by Sam Zacour -the fish on the right was caught on last months featured fly: the White Marabou Streamer

Photos by Ryan Novatnack

PSA Board member Skip Simmons

John & Elliot Hall

More member fish photos on the next page!

Erie Gives 2021 was on August 10th. The PA Steelhead Association received
$509 from donors that day!
Remember us on Erie Gives Day 2022. It will be on 8/9/2022, mark it as an important fundraiser for the club. Thank you!
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More member fish photos!

Send your Fish Photos to be published in the TightLines newsletter to:
info@pasteelhead.com (with the subject listed as PSA Fish Photo)!
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Avonia Beach Live Camera Feed is on!
The Pennsylvania Steelhead Association has worked
together with SONS of Erie, FishUSA and the Fairview
Township to install a camera at the mouth of Trout
Run. It is now operational and has gone live!
We have committed to 1/3 of the cost of the camera
and installation. The cost for the cable service will be
split four ways with SONS, Fish USA, Fairview Township and us paying the bill. The cable bill will invoiced
once yearly.
Fish USA will be the host platform for the application.
The Avonia Beach Live Camera Feed is a great way for area anglers to keep tabs on current water and weather conditions at the foot of Avonia Road in Fairview, PA. This live
feed is sponsored by the PA Steelhead Association, FairAbove is a screenshot of one of the views you can get by
view Township, the SONS of Lake Erie, and FishUSA.
clicking on the link to the left from the live web camera at
Above is a screenshot of one of the views you can get by
https://www.fishusa.com/avonia-webcam
Avonia, Trout Run!

clicking on the link above left from the live web camera at
Avonia, Trout Run!

Avonia Beach Live Camera viewing reports for September 2021:
Total Viewers:

26,565

Unique Viewers:

11,296

Bandwidth Usage:

1.01 TB used of 500 GB (100%)

Average Viewing Time:

0 hours, 5 minutes, 37 seconds

Total Viewing Time:

2,492 hours, 28 minutes, 40 seconds

October 2021 Report:
Total Viewers: …………………………………………………. 109,574
Unique Viewers ………………………………………………. 44,694
Average Viewing Time …………………………………….. 0 hours, 5 minutes, 56 seconds
Total Viewing Time ………………………………………….. 10,850 hours, 13 minutes, 19 seconds
Monthly Meetings are now being held indoors again at the Millcreek Legion. Due to the continuing
effects of Covid all members are encouraged to wear mask regardless of vaccine status. Mask can
be supplied for those who don’t have them with them!
Next meeting is December 8th at 7:30PM.
Starting in November all membership meetings will go back to starting at 7:30PM.
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4th annual PA Fish & Boat Commission (PFBC) Women’s Intro to Steelheading – catching success in a time of uncertainty.
For the fourth consecutive year, the PA Steelhead Association has teamed up with the PFBC to successfully complete
their annual ‘Women’s Intro to Steelheading’ program. This year’s theme - “Adapting to current conditions”, on and off the
water. On November 5th, 6th, and 7th Elk Creek held host to 38 lady anglers from across the Keystone state as well as the states
of Maryland and Delaware - each of them eager to tangle with the elusive steelhead trout that run the tributaries of Erie County. The PA Steelhead Association helped to make this event a great success.
With Covid-19 unwilling to loosen its grip on the country and the world, being flexible has been key to finding success. Just like a seasoned angler who adapts to stream and environmental conditions, the PFBC had to do the same. The past
three years have seen a growing popularity amongst participants of the program, akin to the stronger presence of women anglers wading in the streams of the Erie steelhead fishery. This year’s program followed that pattern, and in what would become the most successful year in terms of number of participants and catch rate.
This year’s program was twoparted, consisting of a pre-requisite, virtual classroom portion as well as three
(1) day ‘On the water’ sections. During
the virtual portion, Chad Foster (PFBC
Northwest Outreach and Education Coordinator), provided the women with a
brief history of Lake Erie steelhead and
the current state of the PFBC stocking
program. This was followed by an introductory course to Steelheading given by
the PA Steelhead Association. The
course covered basic fly/spin gear setup, fly/bait selection, techniques for indicator fishing, and a basic seasonal approach to fishing tributary sections and
varying stream conditions. The PSA
also provided a quick reference guide of
the topics covered in the course, as well
a dozen flies of proven patterns consisting of eggs, nymphs, and streamers.
With one of the best starts to the steelhead season in many years, the weekend was highly anticipated by both instructor and participant. Erie welcomed the eager, lady anglers with some colder temps and consistent rainfall, from earlier in the
week, that had charged the creek flows. By the time Friday rolled around, the tribs were on the drop fast, but would still provide some good to fair fishing conditions through the weekend. For us volunteers who have been with the program since its
inception, we knew it had all the makings of a special weekend…and the steelhead did not disappoint.
Each morning started off with a trip to
Trout Run where the ladies learned a little
more about the size and nature of our steelhead. From there, the anglers were ushered to upper Elk creek where they were
met by the rest of the volunteer instructors.
With such a high number of instructors this
year, it was almost a 1:1 ratio of instructor
to participant. Once everyone was geared
and partnered up, we all reunited stream
side for some casting instructions provided
by Gary Kell, a Master Casting Instructor
(MCI) with the FFI. After the casting instruction was complete, each participant/
instructor pairing waded off to fish the rest of the day away…with the hopes of bringing one of these majestic creatures to hand.
As mentioned earlier, the fishing conditions presented what could be one of the most
successful programs to date, and that certainly became the case. Sixteen steelhead
(Continued next page)
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were brought to the net by these first-time lady Steelheaders, and all but just a few participants
experienced their very first battle with a Lake Erie steelhead. Needless to say, everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves and learned much over the three days. Lessons were learned, relationships were formed, and each day ended with every participant already planning their next
visit to Erie County to test their newly learned skills on the fish that run our waters. This wonderful event could not have been as nearly successful without the
volunteer help of our very own PA Steelhead officers, directors and
members. The PSA would like to thank and call to mention the efforts of John and Elliot Hall, Ariadne Capotis, Roger Latimer, Chris
Larson, Gary Kell, Mark Signorino, and Ryan Novatnack. Thank
you all for volunteering your time to introduce and promote this great
fishery to new anglers!
This weekend was part of larger “Women in Fishing” program designed by PFBC Educational Specialist, Amidea Daniel. The PA
Steelhead Association looks forward to working with her on similar
programs in the future. We would also like to thank FishUSA for their sponsorship in this program.
If you know of a women angler who is eager to learn about fishing or would like to be a volunteer
instructor for future events like this, contact us for more information and visit the PA Fish and Boat
Commission webpage for upcoming events.
Ryan Novatnack

More pictures on next page!
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Introductory Steelheading Class for Women (continued)
We teamed up with the PFBC for an Introductory Steelhead class for women!! The event saw 38 women from across the state participate over the 3-day program. Fun was had, relationships were formed, and a growing passion for the Erie steelhead fishery was
cultivated!! It was a great success!! Special thanks to our PSA officers, directors, and members for volunteering their time to make
this such a special event! John & Elliot Hall, Ari Capotis, Roger Latimer, Chris Larson, Gary Kell, and Ryan Novatnack.

Editors Note: A big thank
you goes out to all who
volunteered their time to
make this a big success,
once again!
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The PA Steelhead Association has always supported the efforts of 3-C-U. It is now more important than ever to support them as they transition away from Bob Hetz doing yeoman's
work due to health reasons. Volunteer, buy a button, get involved!
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Editors Note: This article caught my eye because a few years ago I w rote an article about
f ly fishermen ov er using f alse cast ing. I w rote it after w atching a young fisherman false
cast repeatedly ov er fish until they w ere so spooked they sw am in circles and got lock jaw.
Below are excerpt s f rom the art icle w hich you can read in its entirety by clicking on the
link below.

False Casting is a Waste of Time
by Domenick Swentosky | Oct 31, 2021
https://troutbitten.com/2021/10/31/false-casting-is-a-waste-of-time/
There are no flying fish in Montana, not in Pennsylvania, and not anywhere. Norman Maclean’s line in A River Runs
Through It sums this up:
One reason Paul caught more fish than anyone else was that he had his flies in the water more than anyone else.
“Brother,” he would say, “there are no flying fish in Montana. Out here, you can’t catch fish with your flies in the
air.”
And yet, anglers everywhere looooove the false cast. I daresay most fly fishers spend more time setting up their fly
for the next drift than actually drifting it — exactly Paul’s point.
The most effective anglers are the most efficient. So they spend double, triple or a lot more time with their
fly fishing the water instead of casting in the air above it. Inevitably, these anglers catch more trout — a lot more
trout.
To complicate this inefficiency, once their fly is on the water, most anglers continue drifting the fly long past the effective part of the drift (drag-free, for a dry fly or nymph). So the average fly fisher spends a fraction of his river time
actually drifting flies to the fish. That’s a good break for the trout but bad for catching them. …………….
Take out all unnecessary false casting. It matters little what style of fly fishing you choose. In every discipline, this
tenet applies. The objective should be to pick up the line into the backcast and make a forward delivery. That’s right
— zero false casting.
Watch the dry fly for any sign of drag. And once that drag sets in, pick up the line quickly, shoot any recovered line
on the backcast and come forward with the next delivery. ………………….
My clients and friends often tell me they are false casting their dry fly over and over to dry it. But if such a thing is
necessary, then something else is wrong. These days, tying materials and techniques are so good that almost any fly
can be picked up and placed back on the water with nothing more than a single, crisp backcast. If not, consider that a
few other things may be the real culprit:

Is there speed and a crisp stop in the backcast?
Is the fly designed to shed water, and is it tied well?
Is the dry fly dressed with the proper floatant?
One more thing on this topic: Most dry flies become waterlogged when the leader sinks. When the caster begins the
next cast, the leader drags the fly under the water before it pops back out and into the air for the backcast. And yes,
ejecting that much water on the backcast can be a little tough. (Likewise with a Dorsey yarn indicator, by the way.)
Instead, try a pre-cast pickup to essentially lift the fly straight up and off the water before the backcast. It’ll change
your life. …………..
What Is False Casting Good For?
False casting is a wonderful tool for learning the necessary stroke. Each time we modify rigs, adapt leaders, change
the fly or add weight, the casting stroke needs adjustment. Weight, line and leader length all change the amount of
rod flex and the necessary timing. So a bit of false casting teaches what adjustments need to be made.
But this too should be kept to a minimum. And once the timing is picked up, then catalog it in your brain and stop
false casting.
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Please pass along
this Membership
application to any
interested Steelhead fishermen
that may be interested in joining
our PA Steelhead
Association!
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Angler Creel Survey: Are We Stocking Effectively
What is this? Recently, the Pennsylvania Steelhead Association began wor king on an electronic Angler
Creel Survey. Angler Creel Surveys are very important because the data collected is utilized by officials for
management decisions regarding fish stockings. When Wildlife Conservation Officers approach you to ask
about your fishing experience they are conducting a Creel Survey. The PA Steelhead Association’s Angler
Creel Survey asks a total of 12 questions. It is brief, hyper specific, and not all of those 12 questions are required. We feel that angler provided data could better aid management decisions going forward. Specifically,
we hope to adjust fish stockings to better aid the increased angler pressure brought about by the pandemic. We
are not stealing your spots. We do not ask where on the creek you fished. We simply ask the creek. We are trying to improve fishing for all via angler collected data so that we can make informed management decisions.
Pennsylvania stocks over one million Steelhead annually. Let’s study where anglers are landing them!
Why is it important? This is impor tant because without a cr eel census we cannot lobby to adjust the way
Steelhead and Brown Trout are stocked. Change starts with you. Remember, we need accurate information in
order to make informed decisions. If you go fishing and do not catch a fish it is of paramount importance you
complete a survey indicating such. If you want an even better fishing experience, please fill out a survey every
time you chase Steelies. If you are already such an awesome fisherman that you never ever get skunked, then
please contact board member Ari Capotis so that you can teach the membership your ways as our Feature
Presentation in February [she still needs a speaker for her assigned meeting]. We love fishing. We suspect you
do too. Please help us improve and maintain our fishery!
How do I do it? You can find this sur vey on the PA Steelhead home page. The link is attached under neath the Avonia Beach Camera. There is also a QR code that you can scan with your smartphone’s camera—
before you take the picture a tab will drop down from the top of your phone—kindly click it. That tab should
load the Google Survey. If you have any issues with survey access, please email
<pasteelheadassociation@gmail.com> and enter a unique subject line, such as, HELP or SURVEY. Thank
you.
Please remember, every time you go Steelhead fishing to complete a survey! Even if you did not land one. The
more data the better, there is already a paper Lake Erie Cooperative Angler Log for data collection on the
Steelhead Fishery. However, rarely are the logbooks returned and we feel an electronic survey could lend better participation. It's Quick, Easy, & Free... Help us to help you!! We want you to catch more Steelhead. Thank
you for your support of Lake Erie Steelhead fishing! https://docs.google.com/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQLSdKLmo_JC_9iTpabsOfHIzSkdXGaEOVWaAFW-Xqume1Lo2kww/viewform
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Beginners Guide To Trout Ethics
By Andy Braker September 29, 2021
https://flylordsmag.com/trout-week-beginners-guide-to-trout-ethics/
Editors note: The following are excerpts from the article. To read the whole thing click on the link above!

1) Respect Other People On The Water
In many fishing situations, you will find yourself in an area that is also being used by other anglers. One of the most
noteworthy ways to show respect when sharing these areas is to keep proper spacing between you and others around you.
Depending on the scenario this spacing will be different. For example, in a popular tailwater fishery anglers might be
standing as close as 20 yards from each other, while in a backcountry creek anglers may prefer hundreds of yards, or
even miles, of space.
If you do come in close contact with another angler, it’s always best to practice good communication skills and talk with
them about their plan of action. Figuring out whether they’re moving downstream, upstream, or spending the day at the
honey hole will help you plan your approach in a way that will be beneficial for both of you.

2) Handle Trout With Care
This is an important tip because without the proper care of trout, we won’t be able to continue trout fishing for years to
come. The biggest piece of advice about trout is that they are incredibly fragile. Unlike other common freshwater sport
fish, they require meticulous care in order to avoid mortality after catching them. A few ways to help limit the mortality
rate of trout are wetting your hands before handling them, pinching the barbs on your hooks, and not sticking your fingers in their gills when you’re handling them.

3) Pack It In Pack It Out
Many of you may have heard the term “Leave No Trace.” This is the concept of participating in outdoor recreation activities while limiting your negative impact. One easy way of achieving this is to leave with everything you came with (aka
no littering). It’s pretty self explanatory why it’s important not to leave beer cans and food wrappers on the banks of a
trout stream, but one item that not many anglers tend to think about is tippet and leader material.
Monofilament line can take up to 600 years to decompose in the wild. And if you think that’s bad, fluorocarbon can last
up to 4,000 years in the wild!

4) Follow Local Laws and Regulations
This is a big one! Before you hit the river it’s always important to take a quick look at the regulations for the zone you’re
traveling to. This is a great time to grab a fishing license/stamp online, and an opportunity to take a look at other rules
pertaining to hoot-owl restrictions, keeping fish, de-barbing hooks, and cleaning wading materials.

5) Watch Where You Wade
When it comes to wading through trout streams, it’s a good idea to tread lightly. During spawning seasons anglers should
be hyperaware of areas where trout are spawning. These areas are called “redds.” A redd is an oval-shaped section of
gravel located near shallow riffles and other well-oxygenated areas in the river. A redd is going to be lighter in color than
the surrounding rocks because trout physically clean out a “nest” area where they do their business. Anglers should avoid
wading in these areas at all costs because these redds are where the future generations of trout are being incubated.

The PA Steelhead Association is in the early stages of starting the huge task of
consolidating old digital documents!
If you were actively involved in the past and have copies of digital documents
and could share them, please let us know by sending an email to:
info@pasteelhead.com, with “Old PSA documents” in the subject line!
Thanks for your consideration of this as it will be a lot of work to organize.
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Featured Fly

Material List:

From the “Fly by Night Guy”
“The Usual” Nymph





When I was just starting
to get into fly tying, I was 

lucky to have Steve Brugger’s fly shop “the Erie
Ultimate Angler” still
around. Steve offered free
fly tying sessions on Saturday mornings and a lot
of experienced tyers
showed up who were happy to share their knowledge. One day I got to sit between two
very experienced tyers, Roger Latimer and “Doc” Orr. When I
had finished tying what I thought was a particular ugly fly and
commented on how I should just pitch it in the can, Doc made a
comment I never forgot. He said don’t through them out cause
you think they’re ugly, the fish might they are a cripple and they
love those. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.” It made sense
then and makes even more now that I have caught fish on a lot of
“ugly” flies. When I first saw the Usual I thought well that
doesn’t look like any bugs I have seen, but then I thought of old
Doc Orr and his comment. Sure enough, the Usual has been a
pretty effective pattern for me. Developed by Upstate New York
fly designer Francis Betters, the Usual Dry is an exceptionally
easy pattern to tie, and is incredibly effective at drawing trout to
the surface when fished as a dry. However I like to tie it on a
heavier hook, sink it and fish it as a wet fly or emerger for Steelhead. Betters most popular flies are the Hay-stack, Ausable
Wulff, and the Usual, which are buggy impression-istic flies tied
of inexpensive materials that float well in rough waters. A
spinoff of his original Haystack dry fly design, the Usual uses
only one material in its design. The hair from the paw pad area of
a snowshoe rabbit's foot.

The Usual
Fly Type: The Usual is an impr essionistic buggy attractor
pattern. The buggy look is one trout can’t ignore. It can be dead
drifted, skittered across the surface, or popped underwater and
fished as a wet fly or emerger.
Target Species: Steelhead, Trout, Pan fish
Imitation: Can imitates a variety of aquatic life, including
Isonychia Nymphs, scuds, sow bugs, mayfly nymphs, and caddis
larvae.
How to Fish it: Under a dr opper r ig, or nymphing in tandem
or by itself.
Recommended Region: Anywher e in str eams, still lakes,
ponds, where you need an impressionistic nymph.



Hook: The original recipe calls for a Standard Dry Fly
Tiemco 101, size 10-16, but since I plan to sink it and fish
it like an emerger I use an Diiachi 1710 or 1720 wet/nymph
hook—size 14 (also used a Core premium short sz 10)
Thread: Danville's 6/0 Fly Master (Fl Orange)
Wing: Snowshoe Rabbit Foot
Tail: Snowshoe Rabbit Foot
Body: Snowshoe Rabbit Foot

Tying Instructions:
Step 1: Attach your tying thr ead two eye lengths behind the
hook eye, and wrap a level thread base back to a point located
just above the hook barb, then forward again to create the fly's
vibrant underbody. Leave enough room because dubbing will be
applied in front, but under the snowshoe rabbit that will be hanging off the front.
Step 2: Cut a clump of hair fr om
the paw pad area of the rabbit's foot
and pull out the fuzzy underfur from
the clump's base as you would with
deer hair, leaving only the longer
guard hairs. These guard hairs will
become the fly's wing. This fuzzy
underfur and a few longer hairs
cleaned out from the wing fur will
be used to create your fly's dubbed body. Put it aside in a safe
place to mix later.
Step 3: With the tips facing for war d, measur e your wing
clump against the hook so that it equals about the length of the
hook shank. With the tips still facing forward over the eye, tie
the hair clump in place using several tight thread wraps, then
trim the butt ends at an angle. Again, remember to also save
these trimmings to create your fly's dubbed body! Wrap your
tying thread rearward towards the hook point smoothing down
the trimmed butt ends of the wing as you go.

Step 4: Select a slightly spar ser clump of snowshoe r abbit
foot hair for the tail, and again clean out the underfur fluff.
Measure the clump so that it is about the length of the hook
shank, then firmly tie the tail clump in place with tapered tips
facing the rear and trim away the excess butt ends. Again, save
the trimmings for dubbing the body!
Step 5: Smooth the body segment
out, a tapered, luminous colored
underbody is the goal.
Step 6: Gather and mix the under fur and excess trimmings saved and
blend them together by hand to create dubbing for your fly's body. You can add to the mix by using
a fur rake to comb some dubbing out from the rabbit foot.. Just
put the fur rake close to the hide and rake some out.
(Note: While I admit I am not the best at creating nice dubbing
noodles, I had a particularly hard time getting this material to
work. First I tried waxing the thread which worked a little, but
then I decided to mix in a pinch of superfine white dubbing material and I finally was able to work it on better).
(Continued on next page)
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Step 7: Once you have your hand mixed dubbing ar ound your tying thr ead, then wrap forwar d towar ds the hook eye to
create a shaggy dubbed body. When you reach wing, try to lift the long hairs upwards using your fingertips and place another
two or three dubbed turns in front of the clump's base to help keep your wing propped.
Step 10: Then clean away any excess dubbing fr om your thr ead, build a small head and whip finish. A dr op of head cement can be added.

If any PA Steelhead Association members have questions about a fly or wish to see a fly featured in
this column of the newsletter, send an email to:
info@PaSteelhead.com with “Fly by Night Guy” in the subject line!
*************************************************************************************
The Game and Fish and Boat Commissions and the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources highlighted the importance of hunting, fishing and outdoor recreation activities and the need to invest in green infrastructure and clean water.
Timothy Schaeffer, Executive Director of the Fish and Boat Commission said, “The Commission has seen a significant increase in fishing and boating activity during the pandemic as more people spent time out on the water, many of whom are venturing out for the very first time.
“This is evidenced, in part, by a 20 percent increase in fishing license sales in 2020, and a 40 percent increase in the
sale of non-powered launch permits during that same year.
“ For added context, 2020 was the largest single year increase in fishing license sales since 1946.
“Although sales have slowed slightly for 2021, they are still up over 12 percent from 2019. This equates to over more than
100,000 additional licensed anglers.”

Fly fishing is more popular than ever
What are longtime anglers to do?

by Todd Tanner - Thursday, Nov 4th, 2021

Ed. Note: the following are excerpts from the article. To read in its entirety click the link below!
https://www.hatchmag.com/blog/fly-fishing-more-popular-ever/7715377

While I’ve been sticking close to home for the last year or so, I keep hearing that I’m pretty much the only
one. Reports from rivers across the West, ranging from the Frying Pan in Colorado, to Idaho’s South Fork
of the Snake, to the Madison right here in Montana, are all in agreement. There are more fly fishers on
the water than ever before.
According to Angling Trade editor Kirk Deeter, writing in the pages of the fly fishing industry’s go-to publication, a lot of us “are absolutely mortified by the crowds, the pressure, and the overall degradation of
the on-the-water experience we saw last season. Read the message boards. Look at the threads. We’re in a
spot where some lovers of this sport are ready to throw their hands up and walk away, and the newbies
are also having gag-reactions to their first impressions, because of the circus atmosphere.”
And Kirk is not the only one sounding the alarm. Pretty much every fly fisher I talk to these days has a
tale (or eight) of showing up at their favorite stretch of water only to find a horde of other anglers looking
to target the exact same spot. Even the NY Times took note with a story bearing the ominous title:
“Pandemic Crowds Bring ‘Rivergeddon’ to Montana’s Rivers.”
The Times piece went on to note: “As urbanites flock to forests and rivers to escape coronavirus threats,
trailheads are cramped with parked cars and fishing on the Madison River is like a Disneyland
ride.”…………...
Which leaves us with a question with no easy or obvious answer. What are we supposed to do?
Well, first things first. We need to stop focusing on the positive. When someone new to fly fishing asks
you what you love about our sport, do what comes naturally to every angler. Lie. Only instead of adding
an inch to every brook trout you land, or a pound to your latest smallmouth bass, get a little more creative.
Tell new anglers that fly fishing is an irritating, impossible-to-master activity dominated far more by its
major and long-lasting disappointments than by its minor and transitory triumphs.
Admit that you’ve grown to love the sound of mosquitoes buzzing in your ear. ……………...
Wax poetic about the fact that fly fishing is more expensive than yachting, and harder to master than
gymnastics, and more challenging than quantum physics. …………..offer up A.K. Best’s honest assessment
that “the fishing was good; it was the catching that was bad.” Or John Gierach’s timeless observation that
“creeps and idiots cannot conceal themselves for long on a fishing trip.” Or even Steven Wright’s classic
“there's a fine line between fishing and just standing on the shore like an idiot.”

(continued at the bottom of page 19)
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KEEP FISH WET
HTTPS://WWW.KEEPFISHWET.ORG/#HELPING -ANGLERS-IMPROVE-THE-OUTCOME-FOR-EACHFISH-THEY-RELEASE
Keep Fish Wet promotes the use of science-based best practices to catch, handle, and release fish.
Science shows that even small changes in how an angler catches, handles, and releases a fish can have positive outcomes once that
fish swims away. Not only does using best practices increase survival rates of fish, but it also helps fish return to their normal behavior as quickly as possible after release. Using best practices for catch-and-release is a quick and effective way to put conservation in
to practice.
Adopting science-based best practices is a personal evolution and work in progress for all of us — especially as the science continues
to advance as well.

PRINCIPLES
From the second they’re hooked to the moment of release, fish experience some level of injury and stress (in scientific terms: physiological disturbance) during fishing. Even if a fish vigorously swims away when you release it, impacts associated with catch-andrelease can cause negative consequences such as diminished ability to avoid predators, reduced reproductive success, and mortality
due to increased susceptibility to disease.
Keep Fish Wet Principles address the elements of the angling event that are most in an angler’s control. Our three Principles are
universal and can be used for a wide range of species and settings, and are backed by scientific evidence .

PRINCIPLE 1: MINIMIZE AIR EXPOSURE
Just like humans, fish need oxygen to support essential bodily functions and keep them alive. What’s different is that fish get their
oxygen from the water (it is dissolved), not the air. Fish respiration (“breathing”) involves moving water into their mouth and over
their gills, whether by pumping it or when swimming with their mouths open.
Also like humans, fish need to respire more during and after exercise, including when they are fighting on the end of a fishing line,
as well as after they are landed. Maximizing the ability for fish to get oxygen when they are recovering from the stress of angling is
essential for a speedy recovery.
Holding a fish out of the water prevents recovery and can lead to death if done for too long. Even short durations of air exposure (as
little as 10-20 seconds for some species) can harm fish.
You can reduce negative impacts by keeping a fish’s mouth and gills fully submerged in water as much as possible. It’s simple #keepfishwet

PRINCIPLE 2: ELIMINATE CONTACT WITH DRY SURFACES
Fish have a layer of protective mucus (slime) and scales that protects them from disease. Contact with dry, hard, or rough surfaces
(such as hands, rocks, sand, and boat bottoms) can remove slime and scales making fish more susceptible to diseases, especially fungal infections. Keeping fish in or over the water, and holding them with clean, wet hands or a soft rubber net will help keep their
slime layer and scales intact and the fish disease free.

PRINCIPLE 3: REDUCE HANDLING TIME
Fish are wild animals and handling is stressful for them, whether they are in your hands or in a net. Most fish that are brought to
hand are still amped up based on the release of glucose to fuel their ‘fight or flight’ response to being caught. It can take hours for a
fish to physiologically return to normal once it is released. The longer you handle a fish, the more stressful it is for them, which
compounds the stress associated with capture.
Don’t confuse seeing a fish ‘swim away just fine’ as a sign that it has completely recovered. See the Tip on reviving fish for more
information. If you are not going to take a photo of your catch, consider releasing the fish without touching or netting them. Run
your hand down the line and remove the hook – something made even easier if the hook is barbless.

THE SCIENCE OF CATCH -AND-RELEASE FISHING
The practice of catch-and-release has been used as a conservation tool for over a century. While it doesn’t take a scientists to know
that releasing fish (as opposed to keeping them) means more fish to be caught again another day, scientific studies specifically focused on how fish respond to capture, handling, and release can be used to help reduce the negative impacts of catch-and-release, and
act as the basis of ‘best practices’. This type of research has gained momentum in last several decades, and now there are hundreds
of scientific studies on catch-and-release, revealing if fish live or die, if their behavior or physiology is impacted, and if they have
short or long-term impacts.
Although many of these studies contain insights and tips that the anglers could use to reduce impacts on the fish they handle and
release, the information is locked behind paywalls that are expensive to access and written in a technical language that even puts
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many scientists to sleep.

One of the goals of Keep Fish Wet is to unlock that science and make it more accessible to anglers. By translating some of the most
important studies on recreational angling (see our series Finsights) we work build a bridge between the fisheries science and the angling communities
“The fate of an angled fish upon release is primarily determined by angler behavior.”
-Brownscombe et al. 2017
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Continued from page 19

Fly fishing is more popular than ever
What are longtime anglers to do?

The goal here is simple. Throw cold water on the newcomers to our sport. Extinguish every tiny ember of angling passion that exists in the depths of their collective souls, and direct them to a more attractive and worthwhile pastime.
Checkers, maybe. Or perhaps crosswords puzzles.
Now if I had to make a bet, I’d wager that right now you’re asking yourself whether I’m serious
about any of this. And the answer, of course, is that no, I’m not.
In the grand scheme of things, more folks on the water is a positive development. Why? Well, mostly because
we need the American public to steward and protect our rivers, lakes and streams, and it should be obvious
that more anglers means more people joining conservation groups like Trout Unlimited and Fly Fishers International. In many, many cases, anglers are the last bastion between healthy rivers and degraded rivers, or between lakes with fish and lakes with none. Now more than ever, we need to swell the ranks of conservation
advocates
I’ve thought long and hard on this subject, and while there are any number of rules and regulations that, depending on location and circumstance, might prove helpful, there is also one overriding principle that I feel
confident in recommending. ……...
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. Or, more plainly yet, treat people the way that you’d like
to be treated. When you’re out on the water and it’s a little crowded — or more than a little crowded — look
around and put yourself in the other anglers’ shoes. How much space do they need? Which direction are they
heading? What style are they employing? Ask those questions of yourself, along with any others that seem germane, and then react accordingly. If we all adhere to the Golden Rule and treat others like we hope to be treated, then we can minimize any shared inconvenience!
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PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR BUSINESS MEMBERS! Click on links below to visit their site.
Artistic Fly Tying
www.artisticflytying.com

My Passion for tying the classic
Atlantic Salmon Fly. Thomas Herr

Fly Fishing Instructor and Orvis Endorsed.
Our focus is to provide a quality fishing
experience that exceeds the angler's
expectations, to customize trips for all
levels of anglers, and to share our love
and appreciation for the beautiful
watersheds of Central PA and the Erie Tributaries.
#www.flyfishingjulieszur.com
https://www.facebook.com/julie.szur
Julie
flyfishjulie@gmail.com

Szur

Save Our Native Species Inc.
S.O.N.S. of Lake Erie Fishing Club
(A 501 C (3) not for profit organization)

FishUSA Regular Customer Service Hours:
Monday - Friday: 10:00 am - 6:00 pm ET
Saturday : 9:00 am - 4:00 pm ET; Sunday: Closed
Website: https://www.fishusa.com/ Phone: 800-922-1219

Mail: PO Box 3605
Erie, Pennsylvania 16508
http://sonsoflakeerie.org/
Phone/Fax: 814-453-2270
Email: sonslakeri@aol.com
EASY RISERS GANG

http://Www.easyrisersgang.com/
(724) 263-9252
Email: mad84angler@aol.com
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/search/top?q=easy%20risers%
20gang
Brett Staley: I’m a PA licensed guide (# 1052) with a passion for teaching others. I specialize in all your lake run species targeting Steelhead
and Brown trout in - PA - OHIO - and NEW YORK. With 25 years experience let me help you land that fish of a lifetime .

http://www.follysend.com/flystore.html

P. O. Box 29577
Parma, OH
44129

Fish Man
Guide Services
814-392-7856
jbfish1@comcast.net
A Founding Father of
the PA Steelhead Association

www.ohiosteelheaders.com
Phone: 814-706-2506
On Stream Instruction,
Private Lessons,
Fly Fishing Schools & Clinics.
Located in Warren, PA.
Fly Fishing Instruction
Gary Kell The Fly Fishing Coach The gateway to the Pennhttps://www.facebook.com/ sylvania Wilds &
the Allegheny National Fortheflyfishingcoach/
est.

(814) 833-7227

http://www.daileysupply.com

 Lifting solutions
 Moving & Material
handling

 Storage

Contact a Sales Rep:
Jeff@DaileySupply.com
Mike@DaileySupply.com

Dailey Supply
1524 French St
Erie, PA 16501
(814) 833-7227
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